Reading Street Unit 2 Week 5:

**Question of the week:** How do plants and animals adapt to solve problems?

**Story:** Amazing Bird Nests by Ron Fridell

**Comprehension Skill:** Main Idea and Details

**Conventions:** Plural Possessive Nouns

**Vocabulary words tested:**
- Bill
- goo
- hunters
- material
- platform
- tons
- twigs

**Tested Spelling Words:** (Consonant Digraphs -sh,-th,-ph,-ch, and -tch)
- father
- chapter
- other
- alphabet
- watch
- English
- weather
- catch
- fashion
- pitcher
- flash
- athlete
- trophy
- nephew
- establish
- emphasis
- hyphen
- challenge

---

**Upcoming events:**

- Jan 24: Mathletics Night! more info coming soon!
- Jan 26: 7th Grade lever SAC meeting, 6PM; info about hs. options and summer travel

---

**Math**

**Review:** Geometric shapes-Place value-Map topics.

---

**Calle de la lectura:** (Spanish)

**Story:** Nidos de pajaros asombrosos

**Comprehension Skill:** Main idea and details.

**Text structure.**

**Conventions:** Articles. Apply in sentences.

**Vocabulary Words:**
- baba
- cazadoras
- material
- pico
- plataforma
- ramitas
- toneladas

**Review:** synonyms and antonyms.

---

**Panther Code**

**Be Safe**

**Be Respectful**

**Be Responsible**